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When I began blogging I faced a common problem that most busi-

nesses face.  I could create a months worth of content to post up  

but then I would run out of time and ideas to post up any more.  

Typically my posts would be about design or business and take a 

fairly long time to produce.  They were in-depth articles and lengthy 

but only a single article, not a year’s worth of content and that’s 

what I needed to do, produce a year’s worth of content and publish 

it on a daily basis in order to attract clients online.  

How can you create a years 
worth of content?
That’s 365 posts but let’s break it down.

I wouldn’t be writing and posting on weekends so that’s minus 104 

weekend days leaving 261 posts to produce.

In general there are holidays and other days where we might not be 

able to post a blog so let’s round this down to 200 articles.

So now the question is how can I create 200 posts 
for the year?

To do so let’s look at some of the types of articles that can be pro-
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duced because articles come in many forms and some are easier to 

produce then others.

List of Post Types
How to and tutorials Guest Posts
Informational Evergreen
Lists Case studies
Comparisons Problems
Rant Resources of link lists
Inspirational Research
Personal projects Updates
News Definition
Reports Contests
Cheats sheets, to dos and tips Reviews
Controversy Info-graphics
Videos Podcasts
Interviews

If we were to produce 200 articles based on the above topics then 

we would be producing 8 articles for each subject.  This gives our 

content creation a little more perspective but in reality its still a mat-

ter of writing 200 articles which is time consuming so let me show 

you what I did instead.

I concluded that my best bet to creating 200 posts was to break 

down every post that I would write into multiple posts.

4rd Golden Rule: Turn one article into two 
My blogs used to be pretty extensive pieces of literature but when 
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I think about it I could actually break down one article into 2, 3 or 

even 10 posts.  Some articles could have become mini-series and 

some could even be training courses.  

The key here is to break up your posts so 1 blog becomes 4 posts.  

We might not be able to do that with every article we create but if 

we did then our list of 200 articles now becomes 50 articles.  

Now the goal is now more feasible but the plan has a lot of variables 

such as how many articles can be broken up into multiple posts and 

how many posts might that be.  

A multi-post could be 2, 3 or 4 posts and as a result we might not 

hit our goal of 200 posts with the above strategy so as a worse case 

scenario let’s stick with the original number of 200 posts that we 

need to create.  This gives us some leverage to overshoot with con-

tent and have some spare so we can get rid of any rubbish ideas.

With the above in mind I then took my thinking to the next level and 

broke down what would have been one post into 101 posts.  

 “101 Start-up Tips for the newly self-employed” was my first series 

of posts consisting of 101 blog posts, covering over half of our goal 

of 200 posts.  Each tip/post  was no more then 300 words making 

them quicker to create and immediately I had a system in place to 

create and publish 101 blog posts for the next 100 days.

http://blog.conceptstore.co.uk/business/101-startup-tips-tip-1/
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Golden Rule 5: Put out good content daily

Putting out shareable content daily is half the battle won so now 

that I had 101 posts focusing on business I had to think about the 

other 99 posts .   I didn’t want my blog pigeon holed by business 

start-up tips so I needed different content to make the blog more 

diverse.  

I looked at other topic ideas which could be re-used week after 

week and created another six series of posts to not only fulfil the 

goal of 200 articles but to surpass it. 

As a design studio my series of posts are:

Font of the week Deciphering logos

A look at a different font every week. A look at a different logo design 
every week.

Design trends of the world Research & Inspiration A.K.A. Randi

An in-depth and original look at 
world design trends

A weekly showcase of great design 
work

Instagramers to follow 10 Graduate tips for designers – 
Training Course

A weekly list of designers to follow 
every week

My first Training course for graduate 
designers

With the above 6 series of posts plus my 101 start up tips I can de-
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liver a different design or business related post daily over a 7 day 

period. 

This means:

- We surpassed our 200 article goal 

- We solved the problem of finding time to create content 

- We solved the problem of running out of ideas for content 

- We can post up content daily

- We could if we wanted to, post up for 365 days of the year.

Why use a series of posts?
Having a series of posts is kind of like a TV network having a series 

of programs.  A style and series may feature on a particular network 

and these series are usually exclusive to that network. 

My series of posts were designed for my own network being my 

creative business blog and each series was actually fairly quick and 

easy to create on a weekly basis giving me a lifetime supply of con-

tent to post out in addition to my regular posts.

Theoretically the above helps to strategise and formulate your series 

of posts but practically a series of posts make your blog: 

- Easier for new users to find
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- Fresh with current content

- Ever green with classic content

- Focussed 

They also:

- Save you time on having to think of a topic to discuss

- Easier to create

- Quicker to create 

- Great for brand building 

What you need to do now is figure out your idea for a series of posts 

for your own network and think of it like that….

What type of network would your blog be?

What series will your blog feature?

If it helps get started with ideas for a 101 series.  What could you 

write 101 posts about?

After that let your mind go and start expanding on other ideas for 

series of posts.  Don’t be shy or afraid to be original.  If you can cre-

ate an original idea for a series then that might be the sole reason for 

people to visit your blog.  

Once you’ve got at least one series in mind lets look at how to pro-

duce the content in the next lesson.
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